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September Update on the Friends of Neill Log House (FONLH)
Tony Indovina, SHHS Board Member and FONLH President

Mission Statement for the Friends of the Neill Log House (FONLH Inc.)
Adopted February 2022

“We secure funds to restore and maintain the Neill Log House, foster knowledge of 
its historic significance, and work with interested parties to ensure the continued 
educational use of the structure and its site for future generations.”

Individual support for the FONLH restoration effort will always be needed. Details about how to make individual 
contributions to FONLH by check can be found on the SHHS website by clicking on “Neill Log House” and then clicking 
on the (Quiet Giving Campaign) link. To make online donations by credit card or PayPal, go to the SHUC website, shuc.
org, and click on the “Projects” link in the black menu bar at the top of the page. A pull-down menu will appear. Select 
“Friends of the Neill Log House.” 

September 2022

Below is the latest rewrite of information about the Neill Log House. It is from the draft of a flyer recently written to 
send to a potential donor. Much of the information included has been shared in previous newsletter updates. What is 
significant here is what we chose not to include. As our team members worked on writing this flyer, some intriguing 
research came to light regarding the use of the log house up until the very early 20th Century.
Relatively little has been learned to date about the usage of the Neill Log House after Neill sold it, but we have 
found sources that shed light on at least two tenant families who lived in the structure and worked the land. This 
information holds much promise for the “stories” we hope to be able to share when we enter the usage phase of 
our project—the ultimate goal described in the FONLH Mission Statement. However, although this new information 
holds much interest in itself, we decided it would go beyond the scope of our funding flyer. We will publish more 
information about the tenant farmers and later uses for the log house in an upcoming article in our newsletter.        
That being said, here is our latest narrative piece on FONLH and the Neill Log House:

PURPOSE FRIENDS OF NEILL LOG HOUSE (FONLH Inc.) is a project of the Squirrel Hill Historical Society 
(SHHS) and the Squirrel Hill Urban Coalition (SHUC) in cooperation with the City of Pittsburgh as 
owner. All the major historic and preservation groups in the city have joined in this effort, as well as 
active and retired architects, historic preservationists, and Neill descendants.

DESCRIPTION The Neill Log House is Pittsburgh’s oldest domestic log structure and one of very few buildings in the 
city remaining from the 18th century. As an example of early vernacular architecture, the house is 
noted in historic building surveys as “one of the most interesting log houses in Western Pennsylvania.” 
The Neill Log House was a contributing factor for Schenley Park’s listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places because it “reinforces the consciously American character of the park and recalls the 
pre-park wilderness.”

HISTORY We believe that wagoner Robert Neill built the log house in 1795 and sold it and his land the same 
year. The tract passed through several owners before Mary Schenley’s grandfather, James O’Hara, 
purchased it. Mary Schenley inherited the tract and in 1889 donated it to the City of Pittsburgh to 
create Schenley Park. When the Schenley Park golf course opened, the house was used as a rest 
stop for golfers. As its condition deteriorated, it was used as a storage shed and then abandoned. 
Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation (PHLF) reconstructed the house in 1969 and reopened 
it for tours to demonstrate what life was like on the Early American frontier. However, the house was 
not maintained, and it was closed to the public. Preservation Pittsburgh made repairs in 1993, but its 
condition eventually deteriorated again. The City has had to stabilize it to prevent it from collapsing 
prior to its proposed reconstruction.

GOALS FONLH seeks funding to reconstruct and reopen the Neill Log House in a historically accurate 
manner, restoring the authentic fireplace and chimney and replacing the roof, chinking, and many 
of the logs. The ultimate goal is to give visitors, especially students, an understanding about life 
in early Pittsburgh by visiting an authentic 18th century building. The restoration effort is multi-
pronged, including but not limited to doing major work on the house, repairing and/or replacing the 
furniture, improving accessibility, developing educational programs, and planting a period garden.
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On June 14, FONLH President Tony Indovina and his board members presented a 
SHHS program about the Neill Log House Restoration project. You can view it on 
both the SHHS and SHUC websites, squirrelhillhistory.org and shuc.org. 

And have fun with a hands-on art project—A cutout of the Neill log house for you 
to construct! It’s on the last page of this newsletter. It was crafted by Helen Wilson as a 
publicity handout and eventually will be used as an educational project. 

This QR code will take you to information about
 the Neill Log house on the SHHS website.
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Save the Date: Henry Koerner Event Weekend, October 14, 15, and 16
Tony Indovina

In the July and August SHHS Newsletters, we previewed the world-class events that 
will be happening right here in Squirrel Hill in October. These events will celebrate 
the life and art of Henry Koerner to benefit the Neill Log House Restoration Project. 
At their heart are tours of the house on Negley Avenue where Koerner lived and 
worked, hosted by our member Caroline Boyce, owner of the house. (See “The Koerner 
House” under the “House History Project” link on the SHHS website or Caroline Boyce’s 
article, “My Happenstance with Henry Koerner,” in the August 2021 SHHS Newsletter.)

The Koerner Event Weekend is in the final planning stages. Here is a preview of the 
registration instructions that will be emailed very soon to SHHS members:

• Friday, October 14, 7-9 p.m. at the Manor Theatre: Screening of The Burning Child, a documentary about 
Henry Koerner and his artistic and cultural origins in Vienna, co-produced by Joseph Koerner, his son and Harvard 
Art Historian.

• A separate, related event after the film: Join Joseph for a Q&A dessert event at the Silk Elephant across from 
the theatre.

• Saturday, October 15, 10:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m.: Hour-long tours of the Koerner House on S. Negley Avenue, led 
by owner Caroline Boyce. These tours will feature an exhibition of loaned works offering a representative 
sampling of the various periods and styles of Koerner’s works. Limit: 18 people per tour.

• Sunday, October 16, 1:00–2:00 p.m.: An educational program, “Henry Koerner’s Pittsburgh,” presented by 
Joseph Koerner at Levinson Hall B at the JCC. This event is free and open to the public, but registration is required. 

Please do not inquire about these events through the SHHS before receiving the Koerner event mailing, which 
will be sent to members and others very soon.
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